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Description
The "PluginTrackerCalendar" (fullcalendar resourceviews) needs annual view (for project management)
Because real projects last more than just a month... and managers want to see the evolution over time (months)
Moreover, we need "filters" for up to 3 tracker fields to control the display of data from the tracker
3 tracker fields because you usually want to review by:
A basic attempt is using plugin custom search, but I don't yet get the right syntax to filter events in the trackercalendar based on the results of the dynamic filter specified by the user. Reproduced:  
http://xavi-9794-4391.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-index.php
 u: admin
 p: 12345

Workaround
You can use the filtering provided by Plugin List:
See:
http://doc.tiki.org/PluginTrackerCalendar#Example_2
Reproduced here, filtering by one author (user1):
 u: admin
 p: 12345

However, a better approach would be to expose a variable with checkboxes, or similar, so that you can choose which optional values from that variable you want included in the view.
Example:

Importance
5
Easy to solve?
4
Priority
20

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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